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Amplifying Brilliance
Kristin Hovious is an educator with over two
decades of experience in vocational and adult
education. Her love of anatomy and the science of
human development brings her to the work
supporting adults in intentionally creating
environments centering dignity and mutual
respect.

Centering Dignity
Through
Connectedness

Centering dignity
amplifies
brilliance.

In 2020, Hovious published Our Brain Book, a
children’s rhyming book written to help children
and adults understand the brain science behind
self and co-regulation.
Through SEL Chicago, Hovious serves teacher
preparation programs, Chicago Public Schools,
private and parochial schools and youth serving
organizations in the Midwest and beyond. She
resides in Chicago, IL with her husband and two
children.

LaTysa Flowers, Family
Support Specialist and Certified
Positive Discipline Educator,
supports adults to increase their
capacity to foster positive
relationships based on mutual
respect.
LaTysa advises organizations in
developing culturally responsive
systems and programs. She
serves as a CASA for youth in
foster care, holding educational
rights and advocating for access
to services to allow youth to
reach their academic potential.

LaTysa founded Parents
Empowerment Services
to provide educational
advocacy, consultation,
and coaching for parents
and caregivers of
children with academic,
developmental, and
social emotional
challenges
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• Examine the origin of disparities in
preschool suspension and expulsion
that contribute to discouragement in
young children
• Exploring power of self-regulation in
empowering adults caring for young
children.
• Understand the importance of
horizonal relationship and ways in
which horizontal relationships
provide encouragement
• Identify self-regulation and co-
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Implicit bias in early childhood
educational settings is
discouraging. Discouragement
is at the root of perceived
misbehavior.

Played from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkpUyB2xgTM
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Refers to the attitudes or stereotypes that
affect our understanding, actions, and
decisions in an unconscious manner.

“To separate children from others of similar age and qualifications solely because
of their race generates a feeling of inferiority as to their status in the community
that may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone.”
Chief Justice Earl Warren
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Bias in action that creates othering,
shaming and exclusion negatively
impacts the social emotional wellbeing and behavioral presentation
of young children.
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The extent to which people feel personally appreciated,
validated, accepted and treated fairly within an environment.

Level of Access

Included =
High Access +
Unconditional
Belonging
Cobb & Krownapple, 2019

Level of Belonging

Essential human need.

What are some of the
reasons that a young
person might show us
those behaviors?

Human beings are social beings and their basic
motivation is to belong.
– Rudolf Dreikurs
We need each other as we need the
earth we share.

Our nervous systems
seek secure attachment
to others and are
supported in this
journey by the presence
of responses that
increase experiences of
safety, soothing and
feeling seen.

- Maya Angelou

Theory of “Private Logic”

Perception/
Percepción

Interpretation/
Interpretación

Behavior = skill level + encouragement
level.
Behavior we see is the child’s solution to a problem we
might not see.Behavior = barometer of belonging.

Decision or Behavior/
Decisión/Comportamiento

Belief/
Creencia

Dreikurs & Grey (1968) and Chadseyi n LaSala, McVittie and Smitha, 2013
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Science behind this
• Vagus (vey-guhs) Nerve
• Cranial Nerve X (10)
• Known as the “wanderer”
• Sensory And Motor
• Innervates:
• Muscles of facial expression
• Voice
• Every organ in our torso
including
• Heart
• Lungs
• GI tract

Cerebral Cortex Essential
Questions:
¿Qué puedo aprender?
●
●
●

What can I learn?
How can I solve this?
How can I contribute
Tools

Creative wisdom, executive
functioning, problem solving, ability
to manage stress

Learn more – Stephen Porges – Polyvagal Theory and Resmaa Menakem – My Grandmother’s Hands.

Hovious, 2020, Siegel& Hartzel, 2003, Bailey, 2013

Integrado
Integrated

Voltear mi tapa
Flip my lid

Calm and ready to process, ask
questions and problem solve

Disconnected from the
cortex’s control center

Mi mano representa como funciona
el cerebro.

Cerebral Cortex Essential Questions: Brainstem Essential Question:
¿Qué puedo aprender?
• Am I safe?

Integrado
Integrated

●
●
●

What can I learn?
How can I solve this?
How can I contribute
Tools

Tools
Fight, Flight, Freeze
Faint

Creative wisdom, executive functioning, Fawn
problem solving, ability to manage
stress

Calm and ready to process, ask
questions and problem solve
Mi mano representa como funciona
el cerebro.

Limbic System Essential Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Am I liked? Am I loved?
Do I like and love myself?
Do I belong?
Am I seen?
Am I being treated with dignity?
Am I being listened to
Am I being treated in a way that
celebrates and preserves my personal
autonomy and dignity.
Tools

(Siegel and Hartzel, 2003, 2014)

Name calling, blaming, shaming,
defensiveness, gossiping
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Teach this “simple” concept to the adults and children in your life.
Create non verbal signals for communicating connection and upset
Teach children to recognize the physical sensations of emotions
Build emotional vocabulary together
Normalize error – practice how community responds to community
member error.
Build emotional vocabulary together and explicitly teach physical
sensations of emotions as a cue that pause is needed.
Avoid calling behavior “good” or “bad.”
Normalize the depth and breadth of human emotions.
Model pause and proactive self-regulation strategies in your learning
spaces.
Co-Create a “calming spot” to feel more integrated
Solve problems only when all parties are emotionally regulated.
Pay attention to the Vagus Nerve Responses

What are some of the
physical sensations I have
when I am emotionally
dysregulated?
What actions help me return
to regulation?

◦ What skill is missing?
◦ How could this student be
encouraged – look for
strengths?
◦ Where can intentional action be
made toward intentional
creation of belonging and other
actions to increase sense of
safety and belonging?
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